Let Us
do the lifting for you!
The Lift & Drop light box series is a combination of light boxes designed to interconnect with each other.
Created to provide a unique alternative to traditional displays, the series offers dozens of different
arrangements to create patterns of light boxes in a building block fashion. The aluminum constructed
series is used in a variety of retail environments. Our history of designing and producing lighting fixtures
for over 50 years ensures that your image is free of shadows and hot spots. The Lift & Drop image
carriers change from the front so graphic replacement is a breeze.
We guarantee the best prices available. You won't see us at trade shows or in trade publications doing
4-color ads, we want to pass those saving on to you. Call us now. We will not be outbid!

Extruded aluminum face frame allows for full front
loading of graphics

Color corrected T8 lamps offers lamp-to-lamp
consistency while showing truer graphic colors

Units can be stacked above, below and side-to-side
to create patterns in a building block fashion

Lightweight aluminum construction provides
strength and allows for knockouts to electrically
and mechanically join unit to unit

Electronic ballast affords energy savings of
20%-40% over traditional magnetic ballast

Wire unit-to-unit to provide power for multiple locations
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Lift up image carrier
using the "mouse" holes at
the bottom of acrylic panel
Pull bottom toward you

Riveted aluminum construction
Electronic 120 Volt, 60 Hz ballast
T8 color corrected
4100-5000K lamps

Remove the retaining
channels from each side
of the carrier

Replace old graphic
with new graphic
Re-insert image carriers
in each unit

Two-piece clear acrylic for
holding graphics
Black, white and etched clear
anodized aluminum

Finishes: black or gray
UL / CUL listed for use
domestically and in Canada

Please call for pricing on the following options

Non-glare front acrylic

Lift channel image carrier

Custom sizes

Steel construction

Color coordinated finished
frame inlays (see photos next to chart)

Export ballast

External flanges for
recessed mounting

Export cord/plug

Custom paint finish
Color coordinated
finished frame inlays

S1 is our Single
Sided Lift & Drop
series with housing
depth of 4.75"
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